Let Ό\ and D 2 be finite-dimensional division rings with center K such that A % κ A is a division ring. If Li and L 2 are maximal subfields of A and A, respectively, then clearly Li ®κ Lo is a maximal subfield of A ®ir A. In this note the converse question is considered: does there exist a maximal subfield L of A ®κ A which is not isomorphic to Li 0^ 1/2 for maximal subfields A and L 2 of A and A? Examples are given to show that such noncomposite L may fail to exist even when K is a local field. For K an algebraic number field, however, it is shown that infinitely many noncomposite L always exist.
We say that a division algebra with center a field K is a K-division ring if it is finite-dimensional over K. Throughout this note A and D 2 will denote iΓ-division rings such that A ®^ A is a l£-division ring. We say that a maximal subfield Since L splits A®* A (A ®*: A) 0^ £ = 4L is in the class of the opposite algebra of A 2 = (A ®# A) ® Ll L in the Brauer group of L. In particular, these algebras have the same exponent. Since (n u n 2 ) -1 and the exponent of Ai divides n i9 it follows that A 1 and A 2 are complete matrix algebras.
Since n x is prime to [L: LJ = w 2 , L x splits A Similarly, L 2 splits A, proving the proposition. also see that L will be a composite if L is Galois over K. Let e and / be, respectively, the ramification and residue class degrees of L over K. Thus ef -pr and we may assume that e > 1 and /> 1. If q = 1 (mod e) then L is normal over K [3, Theorem 6, p. 680] . Thus L is a composite if q == 1 (modpr), so we assume that p\r -\ and e\q -1. By [3, Theorem 2, p. 678], we may assume that L = i£(ζ, α'), where ζ is a primitive (g J -l)th root of unity, cc e ~ ζ%, i is an integer, and π is a prime element of ϋΓ. Let q f -1 = (q -1)£. If β divided £, then g 7 = 1 (mode). But (/, e -1) = 1 since p | r -1 and p < r. Thus g = 1 (mod e), against our assumption. Thus (e, ί) = 1 so there is an integer j with jt = i (mod e). Let β be any root of x e -ζ^π in an algebraic closure of K.
Thus L has a subfield isomorphic to K(β) which is of degree e over K. Since L also contains an unramified extension of degree / over K, Theorem 1 shows L is a composite. Now suppose p \ r -1. Let b be an integer, 6 =έ 1 (mod r), δ p = 1 (modr). Take q a prime, q = 6 (modr). There are infinitely many such g by Dirichlet's theorem. If q p -1 = (g -l)ί, then r divides ί. Let A and D 2 be Q g -division rings of indices p and r respectively. Let ζ be a primitive (q p -l)th root of unity and let a r = ζq. We remark that there are other examples where every maximal subfield of A ®* A is a composite. In [4] an example is constructed of a field K and two quaternions A and A over if such that every maximal subfield of A ®κ A (which is a division ring) is a composite.
Our final result shows that over number fields it is never the case that every maximal subfield of a tensor product is a composite. at all infinite primes of K. Here "sufficiently close" means close enough to guarantee (1) g(x) is irreducible over K (2) For any root β of g(x) 9 the field L -K{β) has local degree wm at ^, i = 1, , m, and ^ splits into ^(m -1) primes of degree one and one prime of degree n in L.
(3) If nm is even, L is totally imaginary. This is possible by [6, Ex. 3.2, p. 116] .
It follows from the theory of Hasse invariants that L splits A ®κ A Since 
